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10-10:30. Executives Meeting  
Important Tasks: 

1. Discussion of expectations for next term.  
a. Be clear in expectations 

i. If not clear, ask! 
ii. Provide resources to do the task (spoon feed) or not if one is a strong 

independent woman 
b. Be in the same plane, the idea is the team’s, not just that single person 
c. Check in with each other, instead of one person checking with everyone 
d. Communication should be in the group, so everyone can know what is going on 
e. Communication should also be more clear (who should people talk to from 

General to Execs) 
i. Have one person to reference to 

1. Only have relevant people in chat (don't need to have prez in all 
chats) 

ii. Have a hierarchy of communication 
1. The same plane in Execs, but Execs on top of General 

iii. Example of SoCo 
1. People go to Shami for smt and Frase for smt else 
2. If someone (whoever) need help with their event, tell Shami or 

Fraser and the Socos will delegate tasks to Program Reps 
iv. General should be more involved in events, not just for help 

f. People should check chat to know what is going on. Important to talk, instead of 
being lost 

g. COCONUT 
i. Set shifts  
ii. January 15th to see who’s gonna lead each committee and set deadlines 

1. And write it down in binder 
2. Master calendar that is available to everyone 

iii. February check in and see where gaps in help are 
iv. Runners 

1. Replace shifts for 1-2 hrs 
v. Execs choose the committee they lead, if by a certain deadline a 

committee does not have an exec, Tori will assign someone 
2. Objectives mostly achieved from the beginning of the year 

a. Main pillars of FUS 
i. What you stand for? 

b. Increase diversity of events  
i. People liked the hikes 

c. Increase participation 
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d. More about the culture of being part of something 
 
10:30-11:00. Open to general members  

1. Vote on Constitution amendments  
a. Post in the website and let them know it is still being amended 
b. Next Friday have the constitution read 
c. Fail to meet something (n amount of meetings), there should be a responsibility 

2. WPP Design.  
a. Send votes or comments to Colton  

 
If we have time:  

1. Selection of Exec Group Photo 
 
Extra Announcements: 

2. Orientation Leader Application Deadline closes December 21 11:59PM  
a. Jumpstart: Email orientations.jumpstart@ubc.ca or Visit 

https://students.ubc.ca/campus-life/involved/orientation-leaders/jump-start-senior-
orientation-leaders 

b. Collegia: Email: collegia.program@ubc.ca. Or Visit 
https://students.ubc.ca/campus-life/involved/ubc-collegia-advisors/senior-collegia
-advisor 

2. Tree climbing event  
a. Budget  
b. Audience 
c. What do people think?  
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